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SUBJECT:  Answers to addressed questions in procurement procedures for “WORKS  ON 
CONSTRUCTION OF BICYCLE PATH “ŠEĆERANSKO JEZERO””” 
 

Our ref.: HUHR/1101/1.2.2./1011-MV 04/13 

 

 

In foreseen time tenderers directed their questions to Town of Beli Manastir, regarding to documentation 

delivered to invited tenderers. Bellow we list all questions with corresponding answers:  

 

QUESTION 1 

- LOT NO 2. - SUPERVISORY INFORMATION CENTRE - Item 94 - Please clarify which works 
concerning "power object to „PEES“ number: 400802-120036-0011 (napajanje objekta prema 
PEES broj: 400802-120036-0011)". Work on the performance of the connection to the 
measuring point and the measuring equipment should be carried out by HEP in the price of the 
lease amount of peak power that pays the investor in accordance with the connection 
agreement. Please define the work to be performed by „PEES“ number: 400802-120036-0011 
and place the same day. 

 

ANWSER 1 

- Town Beli manastir will pay connection fee to HEP, independently. Tenderers  have to fill in 
price that cover necesary organisation and  coordination betwen  contractor and HEP workers.   

 
QUESTION 2 

- LOT NO 2. - SUPERVISORY INFORMATION CENTRE - Item 80 - The supply and installation of the 
mixer tap for sink – the item for supply and instalation of sink is misssing, shoul we offer sink in 
Item 80. 

 

ANWSER 2 

- No, you should offer mixer tap as it was originally planned. 



 

QUESTION 3 

- LOT NO 2. - SUPERVISORY INFORMATION CENTRE - Item 93 - The supply and installation of the 
fire appliances for the initial fire extinguishing – please define the type of fire appliances. 

 

ANWSER 3 

- fire extinguishier is Type S-9. 
 

QUESTION 4 

- What price should be entered in Volume 4.3.3 — Price Schedule; unit cost or total for each 
item. 

 

ANWSER 4 

- You have to enter unit price for every item. 
 

QUESTION 5 

- What exactly should be entered in Volume 4.3.4 — Daily work Schedule; if prices should be 
entered for numbered items, please provide us with Volume 4.3.4 — Daily work Schedule 
fullfiled with Unit and Estimated quantities for each item. 

 

ANWSER 5 

- For all work provided in 4.3.4 — Daily work Schedule,  You have to enter  as follows: unit is 
hours. An estimated quantity is 1. 

 

Additionally, we inform you that completed documentation is posted at our web site. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

M A Y O R  
  
 

Ivan Doboš 

 


